
Live in Minutes Unlimited Backup Rapid Recovery

Advanced search and 

one-click restore gets 

data back quickly so 

your team can stay 

productive.

We would have been in real trouble without a backup solution for Microsoft 365. 
We would have likely had to pay a $15,000 ransom, with no guarantee of getting 
our data unencrypted.”

Undo Data Blunders

Microsoft 365 powers your

productivity. Protect it with

SkyKick Cloud Backup, a true

set-it-and-forget-it cloud

backup solution that provides

comprehensive data protection

and stress-free recovery of data

across Exchange, OneDrive for

Business, SharePoint, Microsoft

Teams, and more.

Get in touch

www.aspiracloud.com

024 7697 0550

SkyKick Cloud Backup is the "Undo Button" for
lost, stolen, corrupt or deleted Microsoft 365 data.

Get peace of mind and protect your business
with SkyKick Cloud Backup.

Microsoft 365 data is secured within its data centers. However, this does not

protect your business data from permanent loss due to ransomware attacks,

malicious deletion, corruption, or human error. By continually backing up your

Microsoft 365 data, SkyKick Cloud Backup provides the protection you need

against the damaging impact of data loss to productivity, revenue, reputation,

and compliance.

SkyKick Cloud Backup

requires little

configuration, runs in the

background, and needs no

on-going IT administration.

Your data is only going to

grow. With SkyKick Cloud

Backup, you get unlimited

storage and retention at

no extra cost.

Manager at Commercial Real Estate Firm protected by SkyKick Cloud Backup



Solution Overview

Autonomous Backups

You have plenty to do without having 

to worry about backing up data. Cloud 

Backup provides continuous data 

protection without any action required.

Robust Security

Your data never leaves the Microsoft 

cloud environment where it remains 

encrypted and protected by the 

industry-leading, multi-layered 

security of Microsoft Azure.

Multiple Backups Per Day

Keep up with the speed and 

evolution of your business data with 

up to six daily snapshots.

Compliance

Meet ever-evolving industry standards 

and regulations like ISO 27001, GDPR, 

and HIPAA and leverage data centers 

in dozens of countries to comply with 

government requirements.

Fast Search and Recovery

Use advanced search and intuitive 

interface to quickly find and restore 

lost data.

Hybrid Work Ready

With hybrid work, business data is 

rapidly moving to Microsoft Teams. 

To ensure this data is protected, 

Cloud Backup provides the most 

comprehensive protection of Teams.

Complete data protection for Microsoft 365

1. Aberdeen Research survey

*Including Microsoft applications (Excel, Word, PowerPoint, and Notebook, etc.) and most commonly-used files for documents, notes, projects, pictures, and videos, etc.

1 hr of downtime costs a business 
with fewer than 500 employees 
$8,600 per hour on average.1 

Exchange Online

	9 Point-in-Time Restore

	9 Cross-Mailbox Restore

	9 Full Mailbox Restore

	9 E-Mail, Calendar,
Contacts, Tasks, Notes,
Journals, Public Folders

Microsoft Teams

	9 Standard Channels:
Posts and Files*

	9 Private Channels: Posts,
Files*, and Membership

	9 Chat: Messages and
Files*

OneDrive for Business

	9 Point-in-Time Restore

	9 Files* and Versions

	9 Full Account Restore

SharePoint

	9 Sites and Subsites

	9 Files* and Versions

	9 Full Site Restore

Get in touch

www.aspiracloud.com

024 7697 0550

Bounce back fast with SkyKick Cloud Backup!




